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For  the  past  few  weeks,  the  Mayor,  Council,  Golf  Commission,  golfers  and  city  residents  have
discussed the organizational structure of the Golf Course.

The Council has voted to renew a contract with current Golf Course Professional Joseph Merendo for a
term of  two  years,  with  an  automatic  month-to-month  provision  once  the  term is  complete.  The
suggested rate of compensation is $25,500 per year, for a season that runs from April through October.
In this scenario, the pro is not an employee of the city. He receives all golf cart, pro shop and lessons
revenues and provides for a part-time Ranger, (3) three full-time employees (including him) and (3)
part-time high school students. He absorbs the cost of carts and the pro shop.

Richard  Scott  has  been  recommended  by  the  Golf  Commission  for  the  position  of  Golf  Course
Manager/Pro. In this scenario, Mr. Scott would be employed by the city, as well as the additional staff
at the course, which involves compensation of $49,000 a year (12-months). The city would receive the
golf cart revenues and a percentage of pro shop revenues and lessons fees. The net change in return to
the city is projected to be approximately $30,000.

With increased marketing, it is projected that course revenue will increase from year to year.

COMPROMISE POSITION

I propose hiring Richard Scott as Golf Course Manager and Joe Merendo as Pro, provided Mr. Scott’s
proposed  changes  are  incorporated.  This  allows  for  increased  supervision  at  the  course,  better
marketing, and increased membership/greens fees.

It lifts the burden of managing employees and the cost of caring for carts and the pro shop from Joe
Merendo. At the same time, it allows him health insurance coverage and additional benefits, as well as
entry into the state retirement system.  Mr. Scott benefits from having a popular golf pro on staff.
 
This hybrid solution will allow for positive changes at the course and satisfies the concerns of current
golfers. This is in the best interest of all involved.
 
Respectfully submitted,

Mayor Ann M. Thane


